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The gap between Identity Security corporate objectives and 
business results persists despite MAJOR cost implications.

The average total cost of a data breach was $4.24 million4 in 2021, with 84% of respondents 
indicating they experienced an identity-related breach in the past year2.

11K $715K

Drivers for identity security have evolved:

AI-driven Identity Security enables SailPoint 
customers to drive real business results.

Energy company using AI-powered recommendations realized:

St. James Place leveraging automated certification campaigns to see:

Explore how AI and ML can advance your identity security 
program with SailPoint’s AI-Driven Identity Security solution. 

In the Age of Digital Acceleration, 
Identity Security is a C-level 

Strategic Imperative

Yet only 32% of companies 
said they have confidence 

in their security identity 
program.3

97% of companies plan 
to make investments in identity 

related security outcomes 
within the next two years.2

87% of CISOs have a leadership 
role in Identity and Access 

Management making identity 
security a top strategic priority.1 
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97%

Annual Hours 
Saved

5 Year ROI
(Cumulative)

Productivity

From 1 year to
 1 month to complete 

certifications

640 obsolete accounts 
were discovered 

and deleted

380 accounts had 
unnecessary 

access revoked

$4.24
MILLION

Average total cost
of a data breach

84% of respondents experienced 
an identity-related data breach

32%87%

Influx of New 
Identities and 
Entitlements to Track

Accelerating 
Cloud Adoption

Increasing 
Compliance

But the top three obstacles to realizing 
a solid identity security program remain the same:

Limited 
Resources

Complex Digital 
Environments

Lack of Visibility into 
Their Access Data

55% >50%56%
56% of companies believe that their 
cybersecurity staffing shortfalls put 
them at moderate or extreme risk.5

55% of companies rely on manual 
processes to adjust access when IT 

environments rapidly change.6

Less than 50% of companies know who 
has access to cloud resources, endpoint 

devices, and unstructured data.6

Find Out More

Securely connecting 
the right people to the 
right technology has 
moved well beyond 
human capacity.

Artificial intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and analytics 
provide a huge opportunity to improve your identity security 

posture and prevent substantial security breach costs.

A recent study identified an 80% cost difference associated with 
security breaches in companies where security AI and automation was 
fully deployed vs. not deployed.4 Security AI and automation had the 
biggest positive cost impact. 

SailPoint’s AI-Driven Identity Security proactively gives organizations 
360-degree visibility at speed and scale into what access is necessary 
and what access is at higher risk for potential security breaches. 

80%
Cost Difference

https://www.sailpoint.com/identity-library/intelligent-ai-driven-identity-security/

